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“This amazing technology is at the heart of the new control system in FIFA 22 and our new AI, which will be used in all areas of the game,” said Alex McMullen, Creative Director at EA Sports. “We’re making big strides to bring our players closer to their real-life counterparts,
and I believe our fans will see the difference this technology makes right away.” “We are using the control settings to create a very natural and responsive experience for both play and passing, while also adding a much more physical feeling to the overall gameplay,” said
Rui Vitor Santos, Creative Director, FIFA. “Now, more than ever, we want to deliver the perfect player experience, and in the context of this journey the HyperMotion Technology is the key to unlocking a level of fine-tuned control and responsiveness that is unmatched in any
other football simulation.” “At a time when the lines between game and reality are blurred, we’re proud to partner with FIFA on its most innovative technology to date,” said Ken Jennings, VP of PlayStation Content Marketing. “PS4 players can experience the incredible depth
and responsiveness of the new gameplay mechanics in FIFA 22.” Experience the New FIFA Control System: FIFA 22 introduces a range of new control features and adjustments to optimize player control, including the Control Stick. The Control Stick is an analog stick-like
device that replaces the Select and Start buttons. On the L1/R1 triggers, you can customize your Controls settings to your preference to allow for a more natural and controlled feel while passing and shooting in the air. The Right Stick responds to the natural actions of your
players, so that you control the ball in the way that your player does on the pitch. The Stick has been moved from the center of the touchscreen to the right edge of the controller. This new control system is the most responsive and natural-feeling FIFA experience to date.
FIFA 18, which featured a precision-controlled control system, was the first FIFA to include a Precision and Mastery system, allowing you to adjust the settings of the Controls or stick to your personal preferences. This new control system allows you to use the stick in the way
that you’re used to in other games. FIFA 22 introduces an entire new AI system, which includes new AI
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Features Key:

REAL WORLD TECHNOLOGY - Built using motion data and visual scans collected from real-life footballers, FIFA 22 continues the long-standing tradition of immersing you in the game. From ball control to aerial duels, the real-world data that powers movement in FIFA 22 is visible in gameplay.
A NEW STORY - Test your football knowledge in the brand new FIFA quiz mode, named after the leading innovators in the world of football. With 16 venues in 12 different countries, the quiz mode offers new challenges each time you play, including a look back at the previous FIFA world cup.
ON THE GO - FIFA 22 features an all-new Update and Interchange system for iOS and Android. Each week the game comes with a fresh batch of new content, including new players, kits, and more. Interchange is also available for in-game purchases, allowing you to purchase new items and get VIP support straight from the game before downloading. Both iOS and
Android work seamlessly with each other, allowing you to sync your progress and progress right between your phone and your PC.
FREE INTERNET ACCESS - FIFAÂ 22, online and offline, is completely free of micro-transactions.
FIFA CLUB WORLD - Take your gaming to a whole new level with the newest feature in FIFA, Club World. Create a club with over 1,500 players, complete the latest FIFA Ultimate Team challenges and play 24/7 online.
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FIFA is the only sports game where you get to take command of some of the world’s greatest athletes. As you lead your favourite club to glory, make history by competing for the FIFA World Cup™ or forge your own legacy by competing in the most important club
competition in the world – the UEFA Champions League™. Play Your Way The award-winning Frostbite engine powers every feature of FIFA – from the authentic and detailed game-to-game visuals, to the combined arms gameplay featured in every mode. Now, play your way.
The Premier League returns with 1000 players, all-new online gameplay modes, a brand-new Story Mode, all-new FIFA Fair Play and a game-changing FIFA Ultimate Team experience in Fifa 22 Free Download. EA SPORTS FIFA 22 on PlayStation 4 and Xbox One comes with EA
SPORTS Season Ticket. Season Ticket lets you experience the greatest EA SPORTS FIFA game ever—6-month subscription to EA SPORTS Club, season-long access to all-new official FIFA content and exclusive rewards all year round. Season Ticket is included for both
PlayStation 4 and Xbox One. With FIFA Ultimate Team you can construct a team from over 65,000 real players, all rated and ranked – based on their on-field abilities, playing style, and real-world performance. Bring the best of the world's most talented players together into
one team that you can upgrade, customize and keep for as long as you wish. FUT will be available for PlayStation 4 and Xbox One in September 2017. FIFA Ultimate Team will be available for PlayStation 4 and Xbox One in September 2017. Online Game Modes FIFA Online,
FIFA ’16 Ultimate Team and FIFA Ultimate Team Manager will be available via a free update to the base game. FIFA Online will be available on PlayStation 3, PlayStation 4, Xbox 360 and Xbox One. FIFA ’16 Ultimate Team will be available on PlayStation 3 and PlayStation 4.
FIFA Ultimate Team Manager will be available on PlayStation 3, PlayStation 4, Xbox 360 and Xbox One. EA SPORTS Season Ticket grants all of the benefits from FIFA Ultimate Team. Your membership will include both PlayStation and Xbox versions of the game. FIFA ’16 Story
Mode will be available for free on PlayStation 3 and PlayStation 4. The update will also include online play and online tournaments. FIFA on PlayStation 4 Features • FIFA Online: A free online service that will bring EA SPORTS FIFA and EA SPORTS bc9d6d6daa
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The FIFA Ultimate Team series will reintroduce authentic sets of boots, gloves, pants, and more for both males and females. For the first time, gamers will be able to adapt their player appearances to their personal preference. The new item customization will be broken up
into eight unique kits for players – so that you’ll never be stuck with the same exact looks. TEAM OF THE YEAR UEFA Team of the Year The UEFA Team of the Year delivers more information on the most influential players and clubs of the 2014/15 season. FIFA Ultimate Team
Over 100 Authentic Players With the addition of clubs to FIFA Ultimate Team from the real-life footballing worlds of England, Spain and Germany, EA SPORTS will announce player ratings for all players with authentic club names, logos and legends. Every one of these
historical players will be available in-game with their teams. CM 2017 FIFA WORLD CUP IN SPAIN | OVERVIEW After playing as Spain at the 2014 FIFA World Cup and as Russia at the 2018 FIFA World Cup, Spain is back to defend their title against the rest of the world. This
edition will bring important changes for its game mode : Crew Editor, New Kit Color options and kits. What’s new New Kit Color options and kits Create and modify your own kits, enjoy our new Kit Color options in the Loadout screen, and access your favorite colors with the
new Loadout Menu item “Color and Equipment”. Create and customize your own personal kits in the Create a Team screen! Use the “Play as your favorite club/sports team” feature to become your ideal team. New gameplay features New FUT Squad Features : The new FUT
Squad mode now has a League option. In this mode, you will be able to create your own league, qualifying your FUT players for the league, so it’s a big league draft and a real league draft mode. A league season allows you to show your new players the world. The best FUT
squads now come from all over the world with famous clubs like Manchester United, Chelsea, Barcelona and even regular Italian Serie A teams. FEATURE FUT WELLINGTON You will be able to create and manage a team in the new FUT Wellingon mode with a very distinct and
very Canadian style! LIST PRO : You can now sign more players with this new option in the coach screen

What's new:

Real-World Player Motion Technology (RWPT)- Introduces Real World Player Motion Technology, or RWPT. Now you can play with the same skill, control, and feel of real-world players. With GameFlow, FIFA 22 creates realistic and
dynamic gameplay through an easy-to-understand, immersive and fun experience.
Twitch Prime- With the new Twitch Prime enhancements, get access to the best content that Amazon has to offer, including free in-game items during launch week of the game and exclusive live events. In addition, you will get your
first look at exclusive upcoming DLC before they are available to everyone.
New Championship mode – Set up a club in any name of your choice and compete to be crowned the champions of the domestic league.
Unlockable Player Tiers – Four new track athlete lifestyles have been unlocked, each with unique character and attributes, and available for any player, both male and female. Character personalities all have unique phrases and
reasoning behind their actions, enabling players to interact with them more naturally.
User Generated Content- FIFA Ultimate Team players can now share which players they want to see available for transfer. The best players, from around the world, are now available and ready to be collected by new and existing
players.
Duel and Attack AI- The duel and attack AI has been significantly improved in FIFA 22. Every striker has an enhanced head-tracking system that allows us to scan and fixate on your opponent, creating the perception of proper aim
and a real feeling of fear. From there you can use the player’s reactions to change direction and zoom in for a guaranteed power shot, or zap him at close range before he even has a chance to move.
FIFA Ultimate Team global releases- With the addition of region availability and the introduction of exclusive content for select regional partners, as well as individual player packaging, all players will be available for purchase in
Ultimate Team.
Sieges – For the first time, you can wage a siege with your people to win and hold lands, towns, and strongholds of the opposition.
Cover System- New cover system for defenders. Proper 50/50 control and a new player positioning system means that defenders are in more places on the pitch than ever, either alongside or in front of their players.
Goalkeeper Distribution- Move around one of eleven different keepers to 
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Forget the passing and shooting, the dribbling and shooting, and even the defence – it’s all in the headers. With FIFA 22, the team that scores the most headers in a match wins. The new Physics Engine delivers more realistic, player-
inspired movement and agility for a truly realistic playing experience. Over 350 new and improved gameplay features – everything from improved visuals, to streamlined menus, and intuitive controls. Unprecedented New Zealand and
Argentina Player Models. The Finest Deeper Colour HDR and the Best Star Ratings Ever. New Camera Angles to showcase your legendary talents. Unprecedented Improvements to AI – Players will now think for themselves and attempt to
escape, hide and duck. FIFA Ultimate Team returns with updated modes, more ways to acquire items, and more excitement than ever before. FIFA 22 is a personal favourite of ours. We hope you have as much fun with FIFA 22 as we did
creating it. FIFA MATCH SPECTATOR COLOURS FIFA MATCH SPECTATOR FIFA 22 New in FIFA 22: Graphics FIFA 22 New in FIFA 22: Physics New in FIFA 22: Graphics FIFA 22 FIFA MATCH SPECTATOR COORDS FIFA MATCH SPECTATOR FIFA 22
New in FIFA 22: Physics FIFA 22 New in FIFA 22: Graphics FIFA 22 FIFA MATCH SPECTATOR AI FIFA MATCH SPECTATOR FIFA 22 New in FIFA 22: Physics FIFA 22 New in FIFA 22: Graphics FIFA 22 FIFA MATCH SPECTATOR NEW ENGLAND FIFA
MATCH SPECTATOR FIFA 22 New in FIFA 22: Physics FIFA 22 New in FIFA 22: Graphics FIFA 22 FIFA MATCH SPECTATOR COLOURS FIFA MATCH SPECTATOR FIFA 22 New in FIFA 22: Physics FIFA 22 New in FIFA 22: Graphics FIFA 22 FIFA
MATCH SPECTATOR CROSSHAIRS FIFA MATCH SPECTATOR FIFA 22 New in FIFA 22: Physics
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System Requirements For Fifa 22:

Windows OS: Windows OS: Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 CPU: 1.4 GHz dual core processor or faster with 2 GB RAM RAM: 2 GB RAM Video: Nvidia GTX 780 or AMD R9 290 or better GPU: At least a
64-bit version of DirectX 11 with Pixel Shader 5.0 CD-ROM: Microsoft Office 2016 Network: Broadband Internet
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